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Abstract
In this paper, we present revectorization-based soft shadow mapping, an algorithm that enables the rendering of visually plau-
sible anti-aliased soft shadows in real time. In revectorization-based shadow mapping, shadow silhouettes are anti-aliased and
filtered on the basis of a discontinuity space. By replacing the filtering step of the theoretical framework of the percentage-
closer soft shadow algorithm by a revectorization-based filtering algorithm, we are able to provide anti-aliasing mainly for
near contact shadows or small penumbra sizes generated from low-resolution shadow maps. Moreover, we present a screen-
space variant of our technique that generates visually plausible soft shadows with an overhead of only ∼ 23% in processing
time, when compared to the fastest soft shadow algorithms proposed in the literature, but that introduces shadow overestimation
artifacts in the final rendering.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Introduction

Shadow rendering is an essential feature for many computer graph-
ics applications because shadows provide important visual cues
about the scene. However, the real-time computation of high-
quality, accurate shadows is still a challenging problem, mostly
because this kind of rendering remains too expensive to be done
interactively and dynamically.

Shadow mapping [Wil78] is commonly used to compute real-
time hard shadows. In this technique, the scene is totally illumi-
nated or shadowed by a point light source. In the real world, such
hard shadows rarely occur, because they do not take into account
the penumbra effect produced by the partial occlusion of the light
source. Several techniques [RSC87, DL06, AMS∗08, LM08, Sal08,
PK15] have proposed the use of filtered hard shadows to fake the
penumbra effect. Even in this case, the shadows are not that realis-
tic because these techniques compute fixed-size penumbras at the
shadow silhouette. However, in the real world, the penumbra size
varies according to the distance from the light source to both light
blocker and shadow receiver objects.

Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows (PCSS) [Fer05] is a well-
known extension of shadow mapping to compute soft shadows in
real time. It takes into account the effect produced by area light
sources to generate visually plausible soft shadows. The method is
simple to implement and provides real-time performance for small
area light sources. On the other hand, PCSS produces aliasing arti-
facts for large area light sources, is not scalable for large filter sizes
and does not produce accurate soft shadows, since the technique
works on the basis of a single point light source [ESAW11].

Many approaches have been proposed to solve the problems of
scalability and aliasing of PCSS (see Section 2). The most success-
ful ones typically pre-filter the shadow map, achieving high-quality
filtering at constant time, but introduce light leaking, an artifact that
erroneously renders a fully shadowed region as a lit one. Despite
this fact, pre-filtering techniques still produce aliasing under low-
resolution shadow maps or small penumbra sizes.

To reduce the aforementioned problems, we introduce the
Revectorization-Based Soft Shadow Mapping (RBSSM) algorithm.
We extend Revectorization-Based Shadow Mapping (RBSM)
[MA16] to produce real-time anti-aliased visually plausible soft
shadows on the basis of the PCSS framework and a single point
light source. Besides, we propose a screen-space variant of RB-
SSM, Screen-Space RBSSM (SSRBSSM), to gain performance,
while keeping both the shadow anti-aliasing and light leaking re-
duction of RBSSM.

In this context, our main contributions are twofold: 1. The use of
the shadow revectorization for anti-aliased soft shadow rendering
that is mainly useful for near contact shadows or small penumbra
sizes generated from low-resolution shadow maps; 2. The propo-
sition of two algorithms that compute revectorization-based soft
shadows on the basis of light and camera spaces, respectively. Even
by simulating soft shadows from a single point light source, the for-
mer technique is able to produce soft shadows closer to the ground-
truth ones, even for complex scenarios. Meanwhile, the latter is
able to generate soft shadows about two to four times faster than
the light-space approach, at the cost of introducing more shadow
overestimation.
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2. Related Work

In this section, we review the most relevant approaches related to
our solution. For a complete review of the existing soft shadow
algorithms, the reader should refer to the books [ESAW11,WP12].

Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows: To produce visually plausi-
ble soft shadows, the PCSS technique uses an assumption that light
source, blocker and receiver objects are all planar and parallel to
each other [SS98]. Then, by the use of similar triangles constructed
on the basis of the average distance of the blocker objects to the
light source, the light source size and the receiver depth, a vari-
able penumbra size can be estimated and filtered using Percentage-
Closer Filtering (PCF) [RSC87]. Despite the advantages of PCSS,
such as ease of implementation and the use of only one shadow map
to produce soft shadows, the technique scales poorly for large fil-
ter sizes and produces aliased shadows [ESAW11] mainly for large
area light sources.

Aiming to solve the aliasing problem of PCSS, Euclidean Dis-
tance Transform Soft Shadow Mapping (EDTSSM) [MA17a] is a
technique that computes visually plausible soft shadows as an Eu-
clidean Distance Transform over the hard shadows generated by
RBSM. Indeed, EDTSSM provides suitable anti-aliasing for PCSS,
at the cost of shadow overestimation artifacts that are introduced in
the scene. Moreover, EDTSSM is slightly slower than PCSS be-
cause of the EDT computation.

Back-Projection: Alternatively to PCSS, back-projection tech-
niques unproject a micropatch for each shadow map texel and
use this geometric representation to compute the amount of the
light source occluded by the blocker objects [GBP06,BCS08]. Mi-
cropatches are approximations of the blocker geometry. Thus, they
may cause shadow overestimation and light leaking. The authors
of [SS07, GBP07, YFGL09] propose different solutions to reduce
such problems and generate high-quality soft shadows using a sin-
gle shadow map. However, these methods are still prone to artifacts
and achieve only interactive performance.

Pre-Filtering: To solve both problems of PCSS, pre-filtering
techniques commonly use a filterable function to approximate the
average blocker depth estimation and/or the shadow test.

Summed-Area Variance Shadow Mapping (SAVSM) [Lau08]
replaces the PCF step of the PCSS framework by the Variance
Shadow Mapping (VSM) [DL06]. Convolution Soft Shadow Map-
ping (CSSM) [ADM∗08] extends the theory behind the Convolu-
tion Shadow Mapping (CSM) [AMS∗08] to propose a constant-
time average blocker depth estimation on the basis of a pre-filtered
shadow map and pre-filtered Fourier series basis images. Variance
Soft Shadow Mapping (VSSM) [DY10,YDF∗10] estimates the av-
erage blocker depth efficiently on the basis of a pre-filtered shadow
map and the Chebyshev’s Inequality. Exponential Soft Shadow
Mapping (ESSM) [SFY13] uses the Exponential Shadow Map
(ESM) [AMS∗08, Sal08] theory to estimate the average blocker
depth and compute the final soft shadow intensity in constant time
on the basis of a pre-filtered exponential shadow map. Similarly to
VSSM, Moment Soft Shadow Mapping (MSSM) [PMWK16] gen-
erates a pre-filtered moment shadow map [PK15], and uses it to
estimate the average blocker depth and perform the shadow filter-
ing by solving the Hamburger moment problem.

Different from the previous approaches, the work proposed in
[SDMS15] uses a new pre-filtering method in which a per-texel
fragment list of all blockers is stored in a multi-layer shadow map
[XTP07]. Liktor et al. [LSMD15] samples a 4D shadow light field
using a stochastic soft shadow map and converts such samples to a
pre-filterable basis.

Pre-filtering techniques produce visually plausible soft shadows
with constant-time filtering. Most of them make use of Summed-
Area Tables (SAT) [Cro84] as their pre-filtering function to avoid
the brute-force sampling proposed by PCSS. The drawback shared
by the pre-filtering techniques is that they are prone to light leaking
or incorrect shadow computation at contact borders, making their
use unsuitable for complex scenarios.

Screen-Space Filtering: An alternative to improve the perfor-
mance of the soft shadow computation at the cost of lower vi-
sual accuracy is to perform some or all the soft shadow filtering
in the screen space. Screen-Space Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows
(SSPCSS) [MKHS10] proposes that the PCSS framework must be
fully computed in screen space by the use of a separable cross bi-
lateral filter [PvV05]. Screen-Space Anisotropic Blurred Soft Shad-
ows (SSABSS) [ZS11] computes the average blocker depth in light
space and performs a screen-space anisotropic Gaussian blur over
the penumbra size to improve the visual quality of the SSPCSS al-
gorithm. Buades et al. [BGC15] proposes a separable algorithm to
estimate the average blocker depth and uses Gaussian filtering to
filter the shadows in screen space. Their approach generates visu-
ally plausible soft shadows on the basis of user-defined parameters.

In our proposal, rather than coupling the basis of PCSS with
the anti-aliasing provided by other techniques, such as [LMSG14,
WHL15], we use the RBSM [MA16] because this technique is
able to produce anti-aliased hard and filtered hard shadows with
only ∼ 1.2% of additional processing time when compared to
shadow mapping [MTAA17]. Then, we replace the PCF step of
PCSS by such a revectorization-based filtering in the shadow map
space to produce anti-aliased real-time soft shadows, even for low-
resolution shadow maps and small filter sizes.

The concept of shadow revectorization has already been used to
compute accurate soft shadows without achieving real-time frame
rates [MA17b], on the basis of an adaptive area light source sam-
pling. Here, we aim to make a novel use of shadow revectorization,
proposing new solutions to compute real-time, visually plausible
soft shadows on the basis of a single point light source. Hence, we
generate less accurate shadows than techniques that sample the area
light source to compute accurate soft shadows (such as [MA17b]),
but we provide real-time performance for the shadow rendering.

3. Shadow Revectorization

RBSM [MA16] is a technique that uses the available image res-
olution to reduce the jagged pattern of aliased shadows generated
by shadow mapping when using low-resolution shadow maps. An
overview of RBSM can be seen in Figure 1 and the pseudocode
is shown in Algorithm 1. Figure 1 already shows both camera and
light spaces perspectively aligned just for the sake of better legibil-
ity. In this section, we show how RBSM is general enough to han-
dle distinct scene configurations, aligning and taking into account
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: The main steps of the revectorization process. The picture illustrates a global view of the process, but, in fact, each step runs
in parallel for every camera-view fragment. (a) The shadow map S allows the evaluation of the shadow test VSM (black and white square
filling) for each S texel (gray grid) and the difference D of VSM for each 4-connected neighbourhood (green arrows). (b) Distinct shadow tests
between neighbour S texels (green arrows) indicate the presence of shadow silhouettes, transitions between lit and umbra fragments in the
camera space. (c) Traversal directions (blue arrows) defined by the projection of camera-view fragments (red grid) in S allow the estimation
of each shadow silhouette size in the camera space. (d) The normalized distance (gray shades) of each camera-view fragment to the aliased
shadow silhouette; orange squares represent lit and shadowed camera-view fragments with the smallest distance to the shadow silhouette.
(e) The new visibility condition of each camera-view fragment is estimated according to its distance to the shadow silhouette, defining a
revectorized hard silhouette (green line). (f) The revectorized filtered hard shadow rendering. In this picture, the camera (red grid) and light
(gray grid) spaces are aligned and perspectively undistorted for better legibility of the revectorization process.

Algorithm 1 Revectorization-based shadow mapping
1: for each frame do
2: S← RENDERSHADOWMAP;
3: for each camera-view fragment p in parallel do
4: p̃← TRANSFORMTOLIGHTSPACE(p);
5: VSM← COMPUTESHADOWTEST(p̃, S);
6: D← COMPUTESILHOUETTEDIRECTION(VSM);
7: if D 6= {0,0,0,0} then
8: r← ESTIMATERELATIVEPOSITION(p̃, S, VSM);
9: VRBSM← PERFORMANTIALIASING(r, VSM);

10: else
11: VRBSM←VSM;
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

the perspective projection in the images generated from camera and
light spaces.

Let us assume p as a surface point in the camera view and p̃ as
p transformed into the light source view. Also, let S be a shadow
map with m rows and n columns, where each pixel S(i, j) ∈ [0,1],
with i ∈ [0,n] and j ∈ [0,m]. S stores the distance p̃z of the closest
fragment p̃ seen from the light source and projected in the shadow
map texture coordinates (i, j). We define the binary shadow map-
ping test VSM(p̃z,S(i, j)) ∈ {0,1} [Wil78], or simply VSM, equals
to 0 if p̃z > S(i, j) and 1 otherwise. VSM = 0 means that the frag-
ment p is in umbra (black squares of Figure 1-(a)), while VSM = 1
means that p is lit (white squares of Figure 1-(a)).

The shadow test VSM is known to generate aliased shadows. To
detect if p is located at a transition between umbra and lit sides, we
compute D, a 4D binary vector, representing the difference of VSM
between p̃ and its 4-connected neighbours (Line 6 of Algorithm 1,
Figure 1-(b)). For shadow silhouette fragments, D has at least one
non-zero component. D can be measured by means of comparisons
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Figure 2: Let a sampled camera-view (red grid) fragment F1 (blue
square in (a)) whose coordinates when projected in a shadow map
texel (yellow square in (a)) is c. From c, we can compute signed
distances (dl ,dr,dt ,db) of F1 to the shadow silhouette (green rect-
angle in (b)) and estimate the relative position r, in parallel, for
every camera-view fragment (c). Let F2 (blue square in (d)) be a
neighbour of F1. If both share at least a single vertical silhouette
direction (red arrow in (d)), we can use the step size to update the
horizontal signed distances previously estimated (e) and compute
the relative position of F2 in the shadow silhouette (f).

or by the absolute difference of neighbour shadow tests.

D(i, j) = (|VSM(p̃z,S(i−1, j))−VSM(p̃z,S(i, j))|,
|VSM(p̃z,S(i+1, j))−VSM(p̃z,S(i, j))|,
|VSM(p̃z,S(i, j−1))−VSM(p̃z,S(i, j))|,
|VSM(p̃z,S(i, j+1))−VSM(p̃z,S(i, j))|),

(1)
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Figure 3: An overview of RBSSM. First, shadow map and G-buffer are rendered from light and camera spaces, respectively (a). Then, a
hierarchical shadow map (HSM) is built to locate potential penumbra fragments in the camera view (b). For these fragments, the average
blocker depth (zavg in (c)) is computed, the penumbra width (wp in (d)) is estimated and filtered using RBSM to generate soft shadows (e).

The next step of RBSM consists in the estimation of the 2D nor-
malized relative position r (Line 8 of Algorithm 1 and Figure 2-(c)).
For each fragment in the shadow silhouette (Line 7 of Algorithm
1), r stores the distances, normalized to the unit interval, of those
fragments to the shadow silhouettes located at horizontal (rx) and
vertical (ry) directions. Let c be the normalized 2D coordinates of a
camera-view fragment in its corresponding shadow map texel that
takes into accout the perspective projection effect (Figure 2-(a))

c = (p̃xn−bp̃xnc, p̃ym−bp̃ymc), (2)

where n and m are the shadow map width and height. Let dl , dr, dt
and db (Figure 2-(b)) be four floating-point signed distances com-
puted as a sum of c (cx for dl , 1 - cx for dr, cy for dt and 1 - cy for
db) and the number of additional shadow map texels accessed be-
fore the shadow map traversal ending for left, right, top and bottom
directions. The signs of these distances are given by the condition
of the shadow map traversal ending. Every shadow map traversal
(Figure 1-(c)) begins at the shadow map texel where the fragment
is located and ends at the shadow map texel whose shadow test is
different from the one initially estimated (positive sign) or when
the traversal steps out (D = {0,0,0,0}) of the shadow silhouette
(negative sign), as shown in Figure 2-(b). Then, r is estimated as†

r = (
max(dl ,dr)

|dl |+ |dr|
,

max(dt ,db)

|dt |+ |db|
). (3)

The line equation that defines the revectorized silhouette is given
by ry = −rx + 1. Then, a fragment must be put in shadow if it is
between the revectorized and the aliased silhouette (i.e., ry <−rx+
1). Hence, the hard shadow visibility function of RBSM (Line 9 of
Algorithm 1, Figure 1-(e)) is defined as

VRBSM(VSM,r) =

{
0 if (VSM = 0)∨ (ry < 1− rx),

1 otherwise.
(4)

† For more details on the inner workings of the function estimateRelative-
Position (Line 8 of Algorithm 1), we refer the reader to see the Section 1 of
the supplementary document.

Algorithm 2 Revectorization-based soft shadow mapping
1: wl← light source size;
2: wavg

k ← 1D number of samples to estimate zavg;
3: for each frame do
4: S← RENDERSHADOWMAP;
5: G← RENDERGBUFFER;
6: H← BUILDHIERARCHICALSHADOWMAP;
7: for each sample p in G in parallel do
8: p̃← TRANSFORMTOLIGHTSPACE(p);
9: VHSM← ESTIMATEVISIBILITYFROMHSM(p̃, H);

10: if VHSM = umbra or VHSM = lit then
11: VRBSSM←VHSM
12: else
13: zavg← COMPUTEAVGBLOCKDEPTH(wavg

k , p̃, S);
14: wp← ESTIMATEPENUMBRASIZE(wl, zavg, p̃z);
15: VRBSSM← COMPUTESOFTSHADOW(wp, p̃, S);
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for

RBSM can produce filtered hard shadows (Figure 1-(f)) with
a smooth intensity transition that goes from maximum (1) at the
anti-aliased lit-sided silhouette, to minimum (0), at the anti-aliased
shadow-sided silhouette. Since the line equation of RBSM is rx +
ry = 1, we can define VRBSM = rx +ry for lit fragments (VSM = 1),
and VRBSM = 1− (rx + ry) for shadowed fragments (VSM = 0), so

VRBSM(VSM,r) = (VSM)(rx + ry)+(1−VSM)(1− rx− ry). (5)

RBSM is able to perform anti-aliasing by the revectorization of
hard shadows. In this paper, we propose the extension of RBSM to
generate real-time anti-aliased visually plausible soft shadows.

4. Revectorization-Based Soft Shadow Mapping

RBSSM computes anti-aliased shadows based on PCSS, a hierar-
chical shadow map (HSM), and RBSM. The PCSS framework is
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used for soft shadow filtering. A HSM speeds up soft shadow ren-
dering by locating potential penumbra fragments. Finally, RBSM
adds the anti-aliasing effect to the soft shadows. Each one of these
major steps is described in detail as follows.

Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows: To estimate the penumbra
width of a given region, PCSS proposes that one needs to first es-
timate the average blocker depth zavg(w

avg
k , p̃,S), or simply zavg.

In our implementation, we use a square kernel with wavg
k ×wavg

k
samples

zavg =
∑

A
i=−A ∑

A
j=−A(1−VSM)S(p̃x + iravg, p̃y + jravg)

ε+∑
A
i=−A ∑

A
j=−A(1−VSM)

, (6)

where ε = 0.001, A = bwavg
k /2c, ravg = wl(p̃z− znear) / (p̃zw

avg
k )

is the blocker search region step size [MFB08], znear is the shadow
map’s near plane, and wl is the light source width.

Based on the parallel-planar assumption of PCSS, the variable
penumbra width wp(wl,zavg, p̃z), or simply wp, can be estimated
as [Fer05]

wp = wl(p̃z− zavg) / zavg, (7)

and projected onto the near plane of the shadow map [ESAW11].

To transform hard into soft shadows, PCSS uses the PCF algo-
rithm [RSC87] to compute the penumbra intensity of each fragment
as the result of a convolution filter applied to the hard shadow tests
measured by shadow mapping. This filter has width of wp and is
sampled by a kernel of wk×wk samples and step size wp

wk
. To make

PCSS faster, we use a G-buffer [ST90] of viewport width w and
height h, called G, that allows, for each pixel G(i, j), the recovery
of the world-space position p of the visible surface points in the
camera viewpoint. Also, we build a HSM to further identify poten-
tial visible fragments located in the penumbra, restricting the use
of PCSS to the visible fragments in the camera space that are po-
tentially located in penumbra.

Hierarchical Shadow Map: Let H be a two-channel pyramidal-
like min-max hierarchical shadow map texture [GBP06], that, at
level l, has m

2l rows and n
2l columns. Each pixel in the first level (l =

0) of H is defined by the shadow map itself. Then, the subsequent
levels of H can be iteratively built similarly to mip-mapping, but by
computing both minimal and maximal values of the depths stored
in a 2×2 region of the previous level.

With the map H, given the shadow map region intersected by the
frustum formed by the light source area and the surface point p̃,
the depth values zmin ∈ [0,1] and zmax ∈ [0,1] of the corresponding
HSM level must be retrieved to allow the evaluation of the illu-
mination condition of the surface point by the visibility function
VHSM(p̃z,zmin,zmax) [GBP06]

VHSM(p̃z,zmin,zmax) =


lit if p̃z ≤ zmin,

in umbra else if p̃z ≥ zmax,

in penumbra otherwise.

(8)

A HSM is useful to speed up soft shadow rendering, but PCSS
is still prone to generate aliased soft shadows due to PCF. In RB-
SSM, we extend PCSS to provide filtering over revectorized hard
shadows (Figure 1-(e)), generating anti-aliased soft shadows.

Algorithm 3 Revectorization-based soft shadow filtering
1: procedure COMPUTESOFTSHADOW(wp, p̃, S)
2: wk← 1D number of samples for soft shadow filtering;
3: VRBSSM← 0;
4: Dprev← null; s̃prev← null;
5: for y from −bwk/2c to bwk/2c serially do
6: for x from −bwk/2c to bwk/2c serially do
7: s̃ = {p̃x + x wp

wk
, p̃y + y wp

wk
, p̃z};

8: VSM← COMPUTESHADOWTEST(s̃, S);
9: D← COMPUTESILHOUETTEDIRECTION(VSM);

10: if SAMEDIRECTION(D,Dprev) ∧ s̃y = s̃prev
y then

11: if dr > 0 then
12: dl ← dl−wp/wk;
13: dr← dr−wp/wk;
14: else
15: dl ← dl +wp/wk;
16: dr← dr +wp/wk;
17: end if
18: else
19: {dl ,dr,dt ,db}← COMPUTEDISTS(s̃, S, VSM);
20: end if
21: r←{max(dl ,dr)

|dl |+|dr| ,
max(dt ,db)
|dt |+|db| };

22: VRBSM← PERFORMANTIALIASING(r, VSM);
23: VRBSSM←VRBSSM +VRBSM;
24: Dprev← D; s̃prev← s̃;
25: x← x+1;
26: end for
27: y← y+1;
28: end for
29: return VRBSSM/w2

k ;
30: end procedure

Soft Shadow Revectorization: An overview of RBSSM is
shown in Figure 3 and in Algorithm 2. First, we generate the
shadow map S, the G-buffer G, and the hierarchical shadow map
H (Lines 4-6 of Algorithm 2 and Figures 3-(a, b)). Then, we trans-
form each visible surface point p ∈ G to the light source viewpoint
(Lines 7-8 of Algorithm 2) and use H to identify potential frag-
ments in penumbra (8) (Line 9 of Algorithm 2). The visibility of
the surface points outside the penumbra is given by the shadow test
(Lines 10-11 of Algorithm 2). Meanwhile, for surface points in the
penumbra, we estimate the average blocker depth (6), the penumbra
width (7), and perform the soft shadow filtering over revectorized
hard shadows (Lines 13-15 of Algorithm 2, Figures 3-(c, d, e)).

In a naïve implementation of the relative position estimation r
(Figure 2), one would need to traverse S several times for every
sample inside wk. To optimize RBSM, once we have computed the
signed distances dl ,dr,dt and db for one fragment, we may reuse
such values to define the anti-aliased visibility of neighbor shadow
map samples. This prevents the algorithm from a new traversal over
the shadow map, saving shadow map texture lookups. The steps of
our optimized filtering are given in Algorithm 3 and in Figure 2.‡

‡ The function to compute signed distances (Line 19 of Algorithm 3) is
further described in the Section 1 of the supplementary document.
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Given wk×wk samples for soft shadow filtering (Line 2 of Al-
gorithm 3), we uniformly sample serially a shadow map texel s̃,
neighbour of p̃ in wp, and traverse the kernel in a row-wise order
(Lines 5-7 of Algorithm 3). For each sample, we perform the hard
shadow revectorization (Lines 8, 9, 21, 22 of Algorithm 3, Figures
2-(a, b, c)) and average the results over the kernel (Lines 23 and 29
of Algorithm 3). If the next sample inside the soft shadow kernel
is located in the same horizontal shadow silhouette of the previous
sample (Line 10 of Algorithm 3 and Figure 2-(d)), we update the
previously computed signed distances for both left (dl) and right
(dr) directions by a sum or subtraction over the distance between
the two samples (Figure 2-(e)). In our case, this distance is given
by the ratio between wp and wk (Lines 11-17 of Algorithm 3). The
updated signed distances are used to estimate the relative position
of the current sample in the shadow silhouette (Line 21 of Algo-
rithm 3 and Figure 2-(f)) and perform the revectorization (Line 22
of Algorithm 3) with less shadow map texture lookups. To detect
whether the current sample is located in the same silhouette of the
previous sample (function sameDirection of Algorithm 3 and Fig-
ure 2-(d)), we check whether both samples share, at least, a single
silhouette direction in the vertical direction (i.e., if both samples
have the third or fourth coordinate of D equals to 1).

RBSSM is able to generate anti-aliased soft shadows in real time.
An alternative to improve its rendering performance, at the cost of
some reduction in its visual quality due to shadow overestimation,
relies on the usage of screen-space soft shadow filtering.

5. Screen-Space Revectorization-Based Soft Shadow Mapping

SSRBSSM is an alternative approach to compute soft shadows on
the basis of RBSM and PCSS frameworks that favors rendering
performance rather than visual quality. To do so, SSRBSSM com-
putes a shadow map and a G-buffer (Figure 3-(a)). Then, the aver-
age blocker depth and penumbra width are estimated in the shadow
map space as well (Figures 3-(c, d)). However, the penumbra width
estimated by RBSSM works well for filtering in the shadow map
space. To produce soft shadows in the screen space, we estimate a
screen-space penumbra width ws

p [MKHS10]

ws
p =

wpzscreen

zeye
, (9)

zscreen =
1

2tan f ovy
2

,

where f ovy specifies the vertical field of view angle, zeye is the
distance of the fragment to the camera and zscreen is the inverse of
the viewport scale, in terms of field of view.

To produce anti-aliased screen-space soft shadows, we must ob-
tain the information about the anti-aliased hard shadows in the
screen space. To do so, we produce filtered hard shadows in screen-
space using the filtered visibility function of RBSM (see Figure 1-
(f)) and save the filtered hard shadow intensity of each visible frag-
ment. Next, we separate the soft shadow filtering in two steps: hor-
izontal and vertical filtering in screen space. In the horizontal pass,
filtering is performed over the filtered hard shadow on the screen-
sized penumbra area. In the vertical pass, filtering is done over the
horizontally filtered hard shadows. In this step, the filtering must
be edge-aware, since we lose information about the edge location

(a) YeahRight (b) San Miguel

Figure 4: Two scenarios with accurate shadows computed using
the average of 1024 area light source samples.

in screen space. Hence, we use the separable cross-bilateral filter
technique proposed in [PvV05] for this purpose. Because the bilat-
eral filter is not separable in essence, striped artifacts may appear
during the filtering. We reduce such artifacts by increasing the bi-
lateral filter sampling rate. Even in this case, since the number of
increased samples is still smaller than the number of samples re-
quired by a non-separable implementation of the bilateral filter, the
separable bilateral filter is better suited, in terms of performance, to
our solution than the non-separable version of the bilateral filter.

As we show in the next section, the computation of the screen-
space soft shadow filtering together with the revectorization ef-
fect makes SSRBSSM an efficient alternative for high-performance
anti-aliased soft shadow rendering.

6. Results

In this section, we evaluate the techniques in terms of visual qual-
ity and performance. We compare the proposed approaches, RB-
SSM and SSRBSSM, with PCSS [Fer05], the most traditional real-
time soft shadow technique, MSSM [PMWK16], the most recent
shadow map pre-filtering technique, and SSABSS [ZS11], a screen-
space soft shadow technique. Visual quality is evaluated for the
same shadow map and viewport resolutions in different scenarios.
Performance is evaluated for different shadow map and viewport
resolutions in different scenarios as well. Hard shadow techniques
are not evaluated because they are out of the scope of this paper.
Temporal coherency results, as well as an extended evaluation with
more techniques, are available in the supplementary video.

6.1. Experimental Setup

In our experimental setup, time usage was evaluated on an Intel
CoreTM i7-3770K CPU (3.50 GHz), 8GB RAM, and an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX Titan X.

Following related work [PMWK16], we used 81 samples for the
blocker search step (wavg

k = 9) and 225 samples for the soft shadow
filtering step (wk = 15) for PCSS and MSSM. For RBSSM, we
have used 121 samples for the soft shadow filtering (wk = 11)
since the shadow revectorization approach requires less samples
to effectively minimize banding artifacts [MA16]. As noted by
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Shadows (SSABSS) - 3.4 ms
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(e) Screen-Space Revectorization-based Soft
Shadow Mapping (SSRBSSM) - 3.6 ms
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78.2 ms
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Figure 5: An equal low shadow map resolution comparison between soft shadow techniques. Light leaking artifact is pointed by the red
arrow in (c). Images were generated for the YeahRight model using a 10242 shadow map resolution. The ground-truth image was computed
using the average of 1024 area light source samples.

related work [BGC15], screen-space techniques typically require
high-order kernel sizes to suppress banding artifacts. In this sense,
we have used 529 samples (wavg

k = wk = 23) for both SSABSS and
SSRBSSM techniques.

We have chosen two distinct scenarios to evaluate the visual
quality and performance of the proposed techniques and related
work. YeahRight, shown in Figure 4-(a), is a single but complex ob-
ject, with fine, detailed structures along its silhouette. San Miguel,
shown in Figure 4-(b), is a more complex (game-like) scenario,

aimed to show how different techniques handle the soft shadow
computation in a scenario with multiple objects in different scales,
distributed all over the scene and overlapping each other. An ex-
tended evaluation with additional scenarios is available in both the
accompanying video and Section 2 of the supplementary document.
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Figure 6: An equal low shadow map resolution comparison between soft shadow techniques. Light leaking artifact is pointed by the red
arrow in (c). Shadow overestimation is pointed by the green arrow in (e). Images were generated for the San Miguel model using a 10242

shadow map resolution. The ground-truth image was computed using the average of 1024 area light source samples.

6.2. Rendering Visual Quality

In this section, we provide a visual comparison between soft shad-
ows produced under the same shadow map resolution (Figures 5
and 6), a false color visualization that measures the numerical dif-
ference of shadow intensities estimated for each technique and the
ground-truth (Figures 7 and 9), and a false color visualization that
uses the HDR-VDP-2 metric [MKRH11] to measure perceptual
quality differences (Figures 8 and 10). Following the suggestion

of the authors of the metric§, we disabled the spatial pooling com-
ponent and adjusted the parameter peak sensitivity = 3 to use this
metric in our dataset. The output of this metric is the gray-scaled
version of the evaluated image interpolated with a value that indi-
cates the probability that a difference will be perceived by a human.

§ http://hdrvdp.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/
Frequently_Asked_Questions
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(a) Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows
(PCSS) - RMSE: 0.0289

(b) Screen-Space Anisotropic Blurred Soft
Shadows (SSABSS) - RMSE: 0.0438

(c) Moment Soft Shadow Mapping
(MSSM) - RMSE: 0.0535

(d) Revectorization-based Soft Shadow
Mapping (RBSSM) - RMSE: 0.0273

(e) Screen-Space Revectorization-based Soft
Shadow Mapping (SSRBSSM) - RMSE: 0.0366

(f) Ground-Truth

Figure 7: False color visualizations show the difference between the shadows produced by different soft shadow techniques (a, b, c, d, e) and
the ground-truth one (f). Images were generated for the YeahRight model using a 10242 shadow map resolution and evaluated using the root
mean squared error (RMSE). The ground-truth image was computed using the average of 1024 area light source samples.

As shown in Figures 5-(a, b) and 6-(a, b), for a limited 10242

shadow map resolution, both PCSS and SSABSS produce alias-
ing artifacts along the silhouette of the penumbra. These artifacts
are more visible for small penumbra sizes, as shown in the close-
ups of Figures 5-(a, b) and 6-(a, b). MSSM generates small light
leaking artifacts in the shadow, as pointed by the red arrows in Fig-
ures 5-(c) and 6-(c). As shown in Figures 5-(d, e) and 6-(d, e), the
revectorization-based soft shadow techniques proposed in this pa-
per are able to suppress aliasing artifacts along the penumbra, while
generating soft shadows that resemble the ones obtained on the
ground-truth, as mainly visible in Figure 5-(f). Moreover, the pro-
posed techniques produce plausible soft shadows for static and dy-
namic shadows projected on planar and non-planar receivers, sup-
porting self-shadowing and the computation of the shadows pro-
jected by overlapping distant objects.

All the techniques evaluated in this section are not able to simu-

late accurately the size and the quality of the penumbra effect ob-
tained by ground-truth shadows, as mainly visible in Figure 6-(f).
Also, SSRBSSM is more prone to shadow overestimation than RB-
SSM (as pointed by the green arrows in Figure 6-(e)). That happens
because SSRBSSM makes use of the filtered hard shadow visibility
function (5) of RBSM (Figure 1-(f)), whose smoothness is essential
for the separable bilateral filtering, but since the revectorization ex-
tends the penumbra into lit regions, this visibility function is prone
to hole filling for small lit regions. On the other hand, RBSSM uses
the hard shadow variant (4) of RBSM (Figure 1-(e)), that also ex-
tends umbra into lit regions, but is known to produce less overesti-
mation artifacts than the filtered hard shadow variant [MA18].

For the YeahRight model (Figures 7 and 8), MSSM is not only
the most numerically inaccurate technique (Figure 7-(c)), but is also
the second-most perceptually inaccurate technique (Figure 8-(c)).
In order to reduce the presence of light leaking artifacts in the fi-
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(a) Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows
(PCSS) - RMSE: 0.1587

(b) Screen-Space Anisotropic Blurred Soft
Shadows (SSABSS) - RMSE: 0.2559

(c) Moment Soft Shadow Mapping
(MSSM) - RMSE: 0.2450

(d) Revectorization-based Soft Shadow
Mapping (RBSSM) - RMSE: 0.1366

(e) Screen-Space Revectorization-based Soft
Shadow Mapping (SSRBSSM) - RMSE: 0.2248

(f) Ground-Truth

Figure 8: HDR-VDP-2 metric shows the perceptual difference between the shadows produced by different soft shadow techniques (a, b, c, d,
e) and the ground-truth one (f). Images were generated for the YeahRight model using a 10242 shadow map resolution. In the sub-captions,
we show the root mean squared error (RMSE) values measured from the perceptual metric. The ground-truth image was computed using the
average of 1024 area light source samples.

nal image, MSSM overestimates the shadow near the penumbra
region, causing the generation of numerical and perceptual errors.
As shown in Figures 7-(b) and 8-(b), even by operating in screen
space, SSABSS is able to generate soft shadows with similar ac-
curacy than the ones generated by MSSM. However, aliasing and
light leaking artifacts are strongly perceived by the user in the final
image (see the red pixels in Figure 8-(b)). At a slightly increased
processing time, SSRBSSM is able to reduce most of the aliasing
and light leaking artifacts generated by SSABSS, as mainly visi-
ble in Figure 8-(e). However, as a screen-space real-time approach,
the technique still generates shadows that deviate from the ground-
truth one. PCSS (Figures 7-(a) and 8-(a)) generates shadows typ-
ically more accurate than pre-filtering (MSSM) and screen-space
(SSABSS and SSRBSSM) approaches, but suffers from the pres-
ence of aliasing artifacts along the penumbra, more visible in the
closeup of Figure 5-(a). In this sense, RBSSM reduces those alias-

ing artifacts (Figures 7-(d) and 8-(d)), generating the most numeri-
cal and perceptual accurate soft shadows between the real-time soft
shadow techniques.

For the complex San Miguel scenario (Figures 9 and 10), none
of the real-time soft shadow techniques are able to simulate the
penumbra effect accurately, proving that these techniques are more
suitable for simpler models, such as the YeahRight (Figure 5), and
that the problem of real-time, accurate penumbra simulation is still
unsolved for complex scenarios.

6.3. Rendering Performance

In Figures 11 and 12, we show the performance of the soft shadow
techniques evaluated in this section under varying shadow map and
output resolutions for the different scenarios shown in Figure 4.
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(a) Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows
(PCSS) - RMSE: 0.0970

(b) Screen-Space Anisotropic Blurred Soft
Shadows (SSABSS) - RMSE: 0.1093

(c) Moment Soft Shadow Mapping
(MSSM) - RMSE: 0.1077

(d) Revectorization-based Soft Shadow
Mapping (RBSSM) - RMSE: 0.0959

(e) Screen-Space Revectorization-based Soft
Shadow Mapping (SSRBSSM) - RMSE: 0.1080

(f) Ground-Truth

Figure 9: False color visualizations show the difference between the shadows produced by different soft shadow techniques (a, b, c, d, e) and
the ground-truth one (f). Images were generated for the San Miguel model using a 10242 shadow map resolution and evaluated using the
root mean squared error (RMSE). The ground-truth image was computed using the average of 1024 area light source samples.

PCSS and MSSM are generally the fastest techniques, regardless
of the scene configuration. The screen-space techniques (SSABSS
and our SSRBSSM) are slightly slower than PCSS and MSSM,
providing competitive performance for varying shadow map res-
olution (Figure 11), but being not that scalable with respect to the
output resolution, as shown in Figure 12. In this sense, it is note-
worthy that our SSRBSSM technique is only ∼ 0.1 ms (∼ 1%)
slower than SSABSS and only ∼ 1.6 ms (∼ 23%) slower than the
PCSS and MSSM techniques, meanwhile our technique provides
improved visual quality by the reduction of the aliasing artifacts
commonly generated by these techniques. RBSSM has the same
performance characteristics of related work, but the additional cost
demanded by the light-space revectorization-based filtering makes
RBSSM slower than related work.

In Figures 11 and 12, we also provide a comparison between our
optimized and unoptimized implementations of RBSSM (Section

4). By using the strategy defined in Algorithm 3 and the penumbra
classification provided by HSM, we are able to reduce processing
time by ∼ 1.7 ms (∼ 7.6%) when compared to a naïve implemen-
tation of the RBSSM algorithm. 29.4 % (∼ 0.5 ms) of this reduced
processing time is obtained by the HSM optimization and the other
70.6 % (∼ 1.2 ms) is provided by the optimization of Algorithm 3.
Considering that the HSM is orthogonal to our solution and could
be adapted to optimize related work, slowing down our approach
by 0.5 ms enables a more accurate numerical comparison between
related work and RBSSM without using HSM.

In Figure 13, we show how much each step of both
revectorization-based techniques contributes to the total frame time
obtained for each scenario. Although G-Buffer rendering, shadow
map rendering and Phong shading steps require the same amount of
time for both RBSSM and SSRBSSM, these steps consume more
of the total processing time for the SSRBSSM technique, since
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(a) Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows
(PCSS) - RMSE: 0.4003

(b) Screen-Space Anisotropic Blurred Soft
Shadows (SSABSS) - RMSE: 0.4389

(c) Moment Soft Shadow Mapping
(MSSM) - RMSE: 0.4448

(d) Revectorization-based Soft Shadow
Mapping (RBSSM) - RMSE: 0.3822

(e) Screen-Space Revectorization-based Soft
Shadow Mapping (SSRBSSM) - RMSE: 0.4933

(f) Ground-Truth

Figure 10: HDR-VDP-2 metric shows the perceptual difference between the shadows produced by different soft shadow techniques (a, b, c, d,
e) and the ground-truth one (f). Images were generated for the San Miguel model using a 10242 shadow map resolution. In the sub-captions,
we show the root mean squared error (RMSE) values measured from the perceptual metric. The ground-truth image was computed using the
average of 1024 area light source samples.

this technique is faster than RBSSM. RBSM (Section 3) typically
consumes less than 0.5 milliseconds for anti-aliased filtered hard
shadow rendering, or, alternatively, less than 10% of the total pro-
cessing time (see the red HS bar in Figure 13), proving to be an
efficient alternative to shadow mapping. As for RBSSM, the hier-
archical shadow map is built in less than 1 millisecond (or 5% of
the RBSSM total frame time), not introducing a significant over-
head for the technique (see the blue HS bar in Figure 13). Since
screen-space techniques require high-order kernel sizes for both av-
erage blocker depth and soft shadow filtering [BGC15], the average
blocker depth estimation is slower for SSRBSSM when compared
to RBSSM. Finally, the bottleneck of the RBSSM technique lies
in the soft shadow filtering step, which requires more than 80% of
the frame time. By performing the filtering step in screen space, we
are able to reduce more than 90% of the processing time demanded
by the filtering step of RBSSM, keeping the technique competitive

with respect to the performance obtained by related work, at the
cost of slightly decreased visual quality.

6.4. Discussion

Comparing solely the results obtained with RBSSM and SSRB-
SSM, the screen-space variant is able to compute soft shadows vi-
sually similar to the ones obtained with RBSSM, as can be seen
in Figure 5 and in the Section 2 of the supplementary document,
but this technique produces more shadow overestimation than RB-
SSM, as pointed by the green arrows in Figure 6 and as shown in
Figure 10-(e), due to the usage of the filtered hard shadow visibil-
ity. In this sense, the greatest advantage of SSRBSSM is that, by
performing most of the computation in the screen space, the tech-
nique is about 2 to 4 times faster than RBSSM for the tested sce-
narios. However, by performing the soft shadow filtering in light
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Figure 11: Time usage (in milliseconds) for several soft shadow
techniques and scenes shown in Figures 5 and 6 at an output
1280×720 resolution. Measurements include varying shadow map
resolution. RBSSM* refers to the unoptimized implementation of
RBSSM.
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Figure 12: Time usage (in milliseconds) for several soft shadow
techniques and scenes shown in Figures 5 and 6 at an 10242

shadow map resolution. Measurements include varying output res-
olution. RBSSM* refers to the unoptimized implementation of RB-
SSM.

space, RBSSM has higher accuracy than SSRBSSM, as measured
in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. Thus, RBSSM is suitable for applica-
tions that demand high-quality shadow rendering, meanwhile SS-
RBSSM is desirable for applications that demand visually plausible
soft shadow rendering with high performance.

Compared to related work, RBSSM and SSRBSSM are able to
reduce aliasing and light leaking artifacts even for low-resolution
shadow maps (Figures 5-(d, e) and 6-(d, e)). Also, RBSSM is the
most accurate technique with respect to the HDR-VDP-2 metric
(Figures 8-(d) and 10-(d)), although shadow details can get lost
due to the shadow revectorization (see the closeup of Figure 6-(d)).
In terms of performance, as can be seen in Figures 11 and 12, all
the techniques exhibit a similar behaviour with respect to the vari-
ation of the shadow map resolution. However, screen-space tech-
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Figure 13: Time usage (in %) for the main steps of both RBSSM
and SSRBSSM techniques in the scenes shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Steps: GB - G-Buffer rendering. SM - Shadow map rendering. HS -
HSM building (for RBSSM) or filtered Hard Shadow rendering (for
SSRBSSM). ABD - Average blocker depth computation. FIL - Soft
shadow filtering. PHONG - Phong shading. Steps not covered in
this figure (e.g., penumbra size estimation) required less than 1%
of the total frame time obtained by our experimental setup.

niques tend to be less scalable than light-space techniques for high
viewport resolutions. Nevertheless, most of the techniques (namely
PCSS, MSSM and SSABSS) achieve low running times by gener-
ating shadows prone to aliasing and light leaking artifacts. In this
sense, SSRBSSM is an exception, since the technique uses shadow
revectorization to minimize the aliasing. Hence, we can state that
SSRBSSM is desirable for simple (Figure 5) and complex scenar-
ios (Figure 6), since the technique is less prone to aliasing and light
leaking artifacts than related work and provides one of the fastest
processing times, even if it is still susceptible to shadow overesti-
mation artifacts. Meanwhile, RBSSM is desirable for scenarios that
demand improved visual quality at the cost of a lower frame rate.

We believe that the proposed approaches can be integrated with
other strategies that are well known to improve the shadow map
resolution and reduce the shadow aliasing. For instance, the use of
partitioning techniques [LSL11], or the use of compressed high-
resolution shadow maps [SBE16], are mainly useful when render-
ing shadows in large outdoor scenarios. In this sense, to produce
revectorization-based soft shadows with these techniques, one just
needs to evaluate the proposed visibility functions over the parti-
tioned/compressed shadow maps.

As can be seen in the closeups shown in Figure 5, shadow alias-
ing artifacts are more prominent in small penumbra sizes rather
than large penumbra sizes. Larger light sources tend to produce
larger penumbra sizes, helping in the hiding of aliasing artifacts.
However, in this case, higher kernel sizes must be used to avoid
banding artifacts in the soft shadow rendering. Hence, RBSSM and
SSRBSSM are more useful to suppress aliasing artifacts present in
near contact shadows or small penumbra regions, scenarios where
the aliased shadows are more apparent. In this sense, one must be
aware that RBSSM provides higher visual quality at the cost of
lower performance, meanwhile SSRBSSM runs two to four times
faster than RBSSM, while introducing shadow overestimation arti-
facts in the final rendering.
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(a) 2562 (b) 10242

(c) 40962 (d) Ground-Truth

Figure 14: SSRBSSM is unable to capture fine details along the
shadow silhouette and suffers from shadow overestimation, mainly
for low-resolution shadow maps (a, b). Those problems are effec-
tively reduced by increasing the shadow map resolution (c). Images
were generated for the San Miguel model.

6.5. Limitations

RBSSM, SSRBSSM, as well as the other real-time techniques com-
pared in Section 6.2, compute soft shadows using only one shadow
map, located at the center of the area light source, and assuming
that both light source and blocker objects are planar and parallel
to each other. This simplifying assumption makes the algorithms
fast enough to run in real time and to generate visually plausible
soft shadows. However, physical accuracy is lost because that as-
sumption leads to an incorrect penumbra size (see the false color
visualizations of Figures 9 and 10).

Despite the real-time performance provided by SSRBSSM, the
technique suffers from the same problem of the other screen-space
soft shadow techniques, such as SSABSS: the screen-space filtering
does not approximate the filtering produced from the perspectively
deformed kernels used for soft shadow filtering in light space, nor
takes into account the shadows located outside the view. Moreover,
SSRBSSM and MSSM share the same drawback of shadow over-
estimation for some complex scenarios, such as San Miguel (Fig-
ure 6). In this sense, the shadows produced by SSRBSSM are less
accurate than the ones produced by techniques that perform the fil-
tering in light space. However, as we show in Figures 5-(e) and in
the Section 2 of the supplementary document, SSRBSSM generally
produces soft shadows with less aliasing and light leaking artifacts
than related work for scenarios with near contact shadows or small
penumbra sizes.

RBSSM and SSRBSSM are similar to the other soft shadow
mapping techniques in the sense that the quality of the rendered soft
shadows is dependent on the resolution of the shadow map used.
As shown in Figure 14-(a), for instance, for a 2562 shadow map
resolution, SSRBSSM generates anti-aliased soft shadows with a
high presence of shadow overestimation caused by the own visibil-
ity function of the filtering variant of RBSM (Figure 1-(f)) that puts
in umbra small lit regions that are surrounded by shadow [MA16],
but also caused by the limited resolution of the shadow map, that
does not capture accurately the depth of the light blocker objects.
As shown in Figure 14-(b, c) and in Figure 11 of the supplementary
document, as long as the shadow map resolution is increased, the
visual quality of all soft shadow mapping techniques is increased
as well, being closer to the ground-truth (Figure 14-(d)).

RBSSM is slower than related work for the same shadow
map and viewport resolutions, because the technique uses a non-
separable filter that performs filtering in light space on the basis
of revectorized shadows. As already discussed in Section 6.4, this
technique still provides real-time performance and produces shad-
ows that outperform related work in terms of visual quality.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed the use of revectorization to reduce
aliasing and light leaking artifacts found in soft shadows. The RB-
SSM technique extends the PCSS framework to take into account
the revectorization effect produced by a revectorization-based fil-
tering algorithm. With this approach, we increased the processing
time of the soft shadow rendering to minimize the shadow alias-
ing problem. A screen-space variant of RBSSM, the SSRBSSM,
was proposed to bring higher performance to the revectorization ap-
proach, while generating soft shadows with less aliasing and light
leaking artifacts than related work, but still suffering from shadow
overestimation. We have shown that our techniques are real time
and produce visually plausible soft shadows mainly for scenarios
with near contact shadows or small penumbra sizes produced by
low-resolution shadow maps.

In future work, temporal coherence [SLSW13] could be ex-
ploited to reuse some soft shadow calculations, further improv-
ing the performance of the revectorization-based soft shadow tech-
niques. Another possibility for future work is the proposition of a
hybrid approach that uses RBSSM whenever visual quality is the
priority for the scene rendering, and SSRBSSM whenever perfor-
mance is the priority or RBSSM would be costly to compute the
soft shadows. Finally, the integration of the proposed techniques
in the context of a game engine would allow the evaluation of both
revectorization-based approaches in industrial applications, such as
games. This would further enable the investigation of the benefits
of RBSSM and SSRBSSM in more complex scenarios.
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